
Meeting Norms: 1. Assume goodwill 2.Come ready to engage to the fullest of your ability 
3.Challenge ideas not people 4.Start & end on time 5.Everyone’s opinion matters & should be 
heard 6.Give others opportunities to speak 7.Utilize & share resources 8.Look for opportunities 
to collaborate 

 
 
03/07/2023 All In Clayton Coalition Monthly Meeting Minutes 
 
Attendees:  
Rachel Nicholson, Pamela Lyss-Lerman, Lori Rice, Noah Arnow, Madeline Gemoules, John 
Yunker, Robyn Wiens, Lili Schliesser 
 
Minutes: February meeting minutes were approved.  
 
Coalition Updates: 

Lili Schliesser shared that we had 15 attendees at the screening of Screenagers Under the 
Influence. The group discussed holding another screening in the fall in a virtual space.  

Wydown’s coalition is working on their “Lock It Up” campaign geared toward parents, and 
the CHS coalition has been working on building its TikTok following through a scavenger hunt. They 
also developed a campaign to address underage drinking and drug use during Spring Break.  

We are running ads on Charter Spectrum leading up to and during Spring Break to address 
underage drinking with parents and youth. 

Lili Schliesser shared that she was working on the Continuation Application for our DFC 
grant for year 5 and would submit the application within the week.  

The group discussed the need to capture Match volunteer hours and how to capture those 
hours each month. Rachel Nicholson shared that she would calculate the hours she and Jill Warner 
spent on prevention education. Lili asked all coalition members to share their hours spent on 
coalition work, training, and promotion in the community.  

Lili Schliesser shared that the coalition would be applying for the Department of Mental 
Health’s Mini-Grant and would put together a work group to determine the goals and strategies for 
the grant.  

Our coalition has an action item to share stickers with vape retailers that can reduce 
underage sales. Lili Schliesser shared the sticker and told the group we would be looking for 
volunteers to deliver those stickers to businesses.  

The DEA Rx Take Back is Saturday, April 22 from 10-2pm at the Clayton Police 
Department. We will be looking for volunteers to share flyers with area pharmacies and staff the 
event.  

Addiction is Real’s Hidden in Plain View bedroom set up with over 70 signs of risky teen 
behavior will be set up during Wydown’s Parent/Teacher Conferences on Thursday, March 16 from 
3:30-7:30.   
 
 



Common Acronyms: DFC (Drug Free Communities), CADCA (Community Anti-Drug Coalitions 
of America), ONDCP (Office of National Drug Control Policy), NCA (National Coalition 
Academy), MSS (Missouri Student Survey) 
 

Action Planning:  
Lili Schliesser led an Action Planning session. Attendees broke into groups and brainstormed 
strategies to address favorable parent attitudes about underage alcohol use. The group reviewed 
the Logic Model, which presents two local conditions to address:  

1. Parents are hosting underage drinking in their homes.  
2. Parents do not set clear boundaries around underage drinking. 

The groups listed strategies under the 7 Strategies for Community Change. The group then shared 
and discussed some of their ideas as a group.  
Noah Arnow asked what the next steps were for Action Planning with the strategies developed in 
the groups, and Lili Schliesser shared that she would compile the ideas in the Action Plan and 
share the final product with the group. The group will then form committees to work on Action Plan 
strategies over the next grant period.  
 
April March Meeting 
The next meeting will be on April 4, 4:00-5:00, in the Board Room at the Admin Center. We will 
continue our action planning on local conditions around underage cannabis use.  

 
 The mission of the All In Clayton Coalition is to keep Clayton youth safe from the effects of substance misuse. 
Our vision is to be a community that prioritizes substance use prevention as a vital part of developing healthy, 

thriving young people. Our key objectives  •Prevent substance use among Clayton youth.  •Reduce the prevalence of 
substance use disorders in Clayton.  •Educate the Clayton community on key issues related to alcohol and drugs.  

•Advocate for policies and practices that prevent substance use among Clayton youth. 


